




The craftsmanship that distinguished the products created by our founder Americo 
Ciardelli, is what still identifies us today. 
 
Originally aimed mainly at the residential market, to which the company keeps 
reserving a production department, over the years Italpoltrone has specialized in 
the hospitality sector, with special regard to the luxury market and interior designs. 
 
The first hotel furnished by Italpoltrone is located in Rome, and in a few years the 
company has expanded its reach. Our works can be found in every continent, from 
Russia to Qatar, from USA to North Africa. In 2013 Italpoltrone Maghreb has been 
founded, the commercial and manufacturing spin-off dedicated to the Arab market. 
 
Modernity has not disrupted our manufacturing processes, instead, they have 
blended smoothly. Inside the Spoleto's production site there are people whose main 
focus is on beauty and attention to details. The work coordinated with designers 
and architects has been refined over time, allowing us to develop a unique method 
of realization. 
 
Italpoltrone allows the customer to interact during the realization phase. In this 
prototyping process it is therefore possible to assemble the product, customize it, 
adjust it in real time and see it emerge before your eyes - assisting our team during 
the work.

High quality sofas and armchairs.
— Since 1961 



The designers work closely with our craftsmen, who build prototypes in real time. 
 
This workflow allows us to take care of every project and product down to the finest details, allowing those 
who have conceived them to see them made in front of them.

Craftsmanship and modernity.



Ogni fase del lavoro si svolge all’interno dell’azienda, la quale affida ai propri artigiani la cura del prodotto, 
stabilendo così standard qualitativi eccellenti.

Manifattura d’eccellenza.
Italpoltrone è coinvolta nell’intera filiera produttiva. 





Each project we are presented with, or we intend to carry out, follows structured 
working phases. Our working method has allowed us to ensure a high quality 
standard along with an adequate balance between costs and time.

Work stages

The project is evaluated and assessed, thus setting up the workflow that will 
lead us to the finished product. Once evaluated, the project is then forwarded 
to the technical office that adjusts it to the needs of each production 
department.

From here onwards, the project is handled by the production department - 
carpentry, tailoring, assembly, prototyping and finalization.

Just before the implementation phase there is a decisive step where the 
design department chooses the materials, fabrics and methods to be applied.

Once the product has been defined and validated by the customer, it is moved 
and installed in the location it was originally designed for.

Our product lines
— Sofas — Armchairs — Beds — Poufs — Fabrics — Curtains — 

— Wooden furniture and accessories —



Italpoltrone partners with internationally renowned architects and interior designers. Over the years the 
company has specialized in the execution of projects mostly concerning luxury hotels, elegant 
accommodation facilities and great hospitality.

Realizations



Magna Pars Suite 
Milano — ITALY



Magna Pars Suite - Milano — ITALY





Belmond Villa San Michele 
Firenze — ITALY



Belmond Villa San Michele - Firenze — ITALY





Belmond Villa San Michele - Firenze — ITALY



Belmond Hotel Cipriani 
Venezia — ITALY



Belmond Hotel Cipriani - Venezia — ITALY





Belmond Hotel Cipriani - Venezia — ITALY



Fort Village Resort 
Sardegna — ITALIA



Fort Village Resort - Sardegna — ITALIA





Fort Village Resort - Sardegna — ITALIA





Hotel Lutetia 
Paris — FRANCE



Hotel Lutetia - Paris — FRANCE





Hotel Lutetia - Paris — FRANCE





Hotel Lutetia - Paris — FRANCE



Villa Diyafa 
Rabat — MAROCCO



Villa Diyafa - Rabat — MAROCCO





Villa Diyafa - Rabat — MAROCCO





Villa Diyafa - Rabat — MAROCCO





Vista Palazzo 
Lago di Como — ITALY



Vista Palazzo - Lago di Como — ITALY





Vista Palazzo - Lago di Como — ITALY





Vista Palazzo - Lago di Como — ITALY



Hotel de Paris Montecarlo 
Principato di Monaco



Hotel de Paris Montecarlo - Principato di Monaco





Hotel de Paris Montecarlo - Principato di Monaco





Hotel de Paris Montecarlo - Principato di Monaco



Private residence 
Los Angeles — USA



Private residence - Los Angeles — USA





9 Confidentiel Hotel 
Paris — FRANCE



9 Confidentiel Hotel - Paris — FRANCE



9 Confidentiel Hotel - Paris — FRANCE





9 Confidentiel Hotel - Paris — FRANCE



SINCE 1961



ITALPOLTRONE — Spoleto, Italy 
Fraz. S. Martino In Trignano, 1 
Phone +39 0743 53025  
E-mail commerciale@italpoltrone.it 
www.italpoltrone.it




